
Here’s How to Become an Investor Magnet
Transcript

Ryan [00:00:00]
I run an investment fund which is really a fancy way of saying that I invest in entrepreneurs and I
invest in entrepreneurial ideas. What a lot of entrepreneurs don't realize is that there's no lack
of money in the world. There's a lack of good entrepreneurs and really good ideas.

Ryan [00:00:18] So, one of the members of The One Percent, which is one of my mentoring
communities, asked a great question about what does it take, what does it require, to have an
idea and have momentum enough that it would attract an investor because she knows that
she's got a great idea, and she wants to know what else needs to be in place to ensure that I
can get the capital I need to be able to make a splash at this and build a multimillion dollar
business. Here's what I told her.

One, you have to be bought in because I've already told you it's a good idea, we already know
that there's a market for it.

Debby [00:00:55]
I went and got a job to finance this thing.

Ryan [00:00:56]
Good work. Good work. So, that's a huge step. Number 2, you need to have a clear path to
victory. Clear path to victory looks like a well thought out strategy. We're going to launch here,
partner with these people, roll out these 3 products, here's what the market looks like, and
here's where our strategic advantage is. Simple as that. And number 3, you have to actually
have a strategic advantage.

Ryan [00:01:28]
One of the biggest fallacies that entrepreneurs fall into somewhere in the beginning of their
career is that they have to figure everything out themselves. They need to be great at
operations and sales and hiring and Amazon and the cutting edge stuff and how crypto is
going to affect business, and part of the entrepreneur's job is to stay ahead of the curve. But it
is not the entrepreneur's job to know everything and to do everything.

Ryan [00:01:54]
Instead, that's why we build teams or at least have partnerships or mentorships or relationships
with people that can advise us. That's so important especially at the beginning of a business.
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And so, one of the things that is vital to ensure that a business is worth putting money into, or
your own time and attention into, is do you have a team of people that can support you? And
team doesn't necessarily mean employees. In fact, it often doesn't. It just means, do you have
the partnerships and the relationships to be able to ensure that you have a strategic
advantage?

Ryan [00:02:28]
Most strategic advantages do not come from what you know or even your market timing. They
come from the relationships that you have. Do you have the ability to call upon people who
can help you get ahead in the marketplace? And when you have a good team in place, almost
any project can be successful. A strategic advantage can look like an influencer that you've
partnered with, an audience that you've built, an advisor on board who has some sort of
distribution in retail. You need to have some sort of edge over everybody else.

Ryan [00:03:06]
You've given 20% of the company to somebody in The One Percent who is an absolute
Amazon ninja. And there's a bunch of those in The One Percent. You are not the operator of
this business. You don't want to be the operator of this business. So, you need to have some
relationships with verbal agreements that when you go with this, you're going to bring these
people on board. You need to have some sort of strategic advantage that wins in the
marketplace.

Ryan [00:03:38]
Again, that could be somebody who has huge distribution, or a retail presence, or is whiz-bang
on Amazon. And I don't care if you use Amazon or Kickstarter or go retail or build a funnel. I
don't care. I just, as an investor, need to see that you have a plan to win and you have a
partnership with someone who actually has experience executing that strategy that you've
chosen. So, you need to be bought in, you need to have a plan to victory, and you need to
have partnerships with people that give you a strategic advantage.

Ryan [00:04:10]
There are 3 things that need to be lined up in order to build toward an 8 figure exit: capital,
audience, and product. If you have enough capital and a responsive audience through an
influencer or through aggressive advertising, then you have a good shot to make any brand
win. If you combine that with a product that people really want, then you have a high likelihood
of success.

Ryan [00:04:35]
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One thing we try to do inside of the Capitalism Incubator is to stack the deck to make that
possible. We bring in relationships with influencers that have large audiences. We have an
investment fund to put capital into the ideas from the group, and we have a well-connected
network for each step of the process. The only missing piece is adding more entrepreneurs
who are more focused on building a big pie rather than getting short term sales.

Ryan [00:05:02]
If you're the type of entrepreneur who is interested in building something great, in creating a
big pie and building a business that you can scale and maybe sell, you can find out more about
what we do over at Capitalism.com/inc. That's Capitalism.com/inc.

Ryan [00:05:23]
When it comes to money and whether or not a business deserves money, the entrepreneur has
to be playing to win something, has to be playing for something. But a lot of people who get
into this game, especially those who are teaching entrepreneurship on YouTube or social
media, are often teaching how to get out of something, to get out of your job, to get out of
being broke. And of course, there's lots and lots of ways to make money so that you can have a
little bit of freedom.

Ryan [00:05:52]
But in order to build something that is going to scale and sell, you need to be running towards
it, not away from something. When you're trying to build something to quit a job, you're in an
avoidant mindset. You're trying to avoid losing money, so you're playing hedge, you're playing
scared.

Ryan [00:06:09]
Neither I nor any good investor invests in entrepreneurs who are playing tense, who are playing
scared. Entrepreneurs have to be building something, creating something, casting visions,
moving towards something. And so, I told Debby that in order for her to win and to be ready
for capital, she's got to be playing to win at something, not just to leave something behind.

Ryan [00:06:33]
You have to actually like what you are doing and then it doesn't matter to you what the short
term results are and it doesn't matter that you have to work it from 6:00 PM to 10:00 PM 5 days
a week because you actually like it. This is one of those things that you don't know until you
actually experience it but I have to tell you anyway, if you do the business that you like, it's the
one that will open up doors and make you money the fastest to get you out of the job.
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Ryan [00:07:05]
But when you're operating from this place of, "I want to quit my job. Tell me what to do in the
business to quit my job," you're fucked. And the reason you're fucked is because you start
pursuing the short term profit rather than doing the things that are actually meaningful in the
business, and that just keeps you in a trap that you never get out of.

Ryan [00:07:22]
If you're at the beginning stages of your business, the most important thing that you can do at
the very beginning is have a clear product roadmap for that very specific person that your
business serves. When you know who you serve and what those core few products are going to
be, you have the beginning foundation of a plan that can take you to 7 figures and beyond. If
you want help with that, if you need clarity over who your person is, what your business is
going to look like, and what that roadmap to 7 figures is going to be for you, then I want you
to go get the free resources over at Capitalism.com/12. Those are the cliff notes to my book 12
Months to $1 Million.

Ryan [00:08:04]
This will help you put together a plan for a business that you can grow to 7 figures and beyond.
And if you want to go further after going through those cliff notes, then we have some other
options or you can get the book as well. But that's the free place where you can get the cliff
notes and get the foundation for a 7 figure business that I might want to invest in one day.
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